Ex-gang member and drug user Paul Hannaford
Paul visited young people in Hampshire to tell his life story about how he became addicted to drugs which spiralled into a life of crime and devastation; Paul hopes that sharing his hard-hitting story will help deter young people from making the bad choices he did.

Click to find out more about Paul’s visit to Hampshire or visit Paul’s official website here. Be warned of graphic photos!!!

Crime Prevention Hot Topic
Child Sexual Exploitation’ - What is it?

CSE is when anyone under the age of 18 engages in sexual activity in return for something such as food, cigarettes, alcohol, drugs, accommodation, drugs, money, or affection.

This is illegal and is a process of grooming where the abuser will target you to make you feel loved or wanted as though the relationship is normal when really you are being controlled through intimidation, fear or violence. It can happen to boys as well as girls, from any background or any ethnicity, anywhere in the world, including here in Hampshire, the Isle of Wight, Portsmouth and Southampton.

You can find out more information and hear stories from young people by clicking on the “You are not alone” logo above.

Survey: Our Service to Young People

We have developed a survey to give young people the opportunity to express their views about their experiences with Police and Police staff from Hampshire Constabulary. Working together is an important step to help us to identify where there is a need to improve the service we provide to you.

Please complete the survey by clicking here

Links to Further Support and Advice

To find out more about crimes affecting young people or to report a crime anonymously contact Fearless by clicking the logo below.

Childline and ThinkuKnow can also offer help, advice and support; contact them by clicking below

If you have a question, need advice or find your local Neighbourhood Police Team visit the Hampshire Police Website to find out more